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Campus Mourns Loss
Of Student, Mother

Jim Smith was a member of the a cappella group Exit 245;
his mother, Jean, was an active member of the Dale City community
By KATIE THISDELL
The Breeze

On Dec. 19 JMU sophomore Jim Smith
and his mother Jean, 39, were murdered in
their Dale City home in a botched burglary.
Smith, a music theater major, was part of
the a cappella group Exit 245. After the group
completed a tour throughout the Northeast
region, Smith went home for the remainder
of his Winter Break.
On that Friday before Christmas, 17-yearold Xavier Pinckney broke into the family’s
home and shot Jim, who was sleeping on a
couch. After Jean arrived home and tried
to call police, he shot her too, according to
Prince William County authorities.
Three suspects were charged in relation
to the double homicide. The alleged killer,
Pinckney, lived in the same neighborhood
and knew the Smith family prior to the
robbery. He will be tried for two counts of
first-degree murder, the robbery and the use
of a firearm in the commission of a felony.
A second suspect and girlfriend of the
alleged killer, Jacqueline Munoz, 22, of
Woodbridge, was arrested and charged with
obstruction of justice and being an accessory
after the fact, for allegedly providing
Pinckney an alibi.
Jonathan Jake Jackson, 19, was charged
with obstruction of justice, accessory after
the fact and concealing physical evidence of
a murder.
“This isn’t something you’re ever prepared
for,” Exit 245 member Seth Doleman said.
“Obviously this will leave a hole in Exit and
for all his friends.”
Smith’s girlfriend, sophomore Emily
DeMeo, said she was supposed to have been
at his house at the time of the incident. But
because of other circumstances, she was
late.
“It was so unreal,” said DeMeo, a history
and anthropology major. “I went to the
funeral and I saw both of them, and it’s still
not real.”
Having grown close to the whole Smith
family, she was shocked.
“He was the embodiment of life, and
everyone just wanted to be around him all
the time,” DeMeo said.
COMMUNITY MOURNS
The funeral for Jean and Jim was held on
Dec. 27 at the Holy Family Catholic Church in
Dale City. Since the Smith family was widely

A two-year investigation has come to fruition for the
Harrisonburg Police Department’s Charge Gang Task Force
after arresting multiple gang members. Clinton “Casper”
Martin, 24, was arrested Tuesday in the parking lot of Rose’s
on Mason Street where he was trading drugs for guns.
Martin was being investigated for selling and
distributing large amounts of methamphetamine, and is
facing 46 charges.
“It should be noted that Martin is a high-ranking gang
member known on the streets as one of the leaders in the
state of Virginia,” said Lt. Kurt Boshart, HPD’s criminal
investigations commander. “During this investigation,
following the arrest, additional information was attained
including the identity and the whereabouts of the suspect
involved in the Meadow Lark shooting.”

Suspect bartended at The Pub,
was drinking before incident
By ASHTON SMITH
The Breeze

courtesy of EMILY DeMEO

Sophomore Jim Smith was a music theater major and member of Exit 245.

known and respected in the community, the
church was full. Lines of people waited at the
door to pay their respects.
A traditional Irish wake followed. Exit 245
president Kyle Hutchison said approximately
1,000 people attended.
Hutchison, a junior finance major, said
Smith had wanted to arrange Journey’s
popular “Don’t Stop Believing” for the
group. An Exit 245 alumnus, Jake Odmark
(’08), organized it for the members to sing
at the wake. The song featured Jim’s sister,
senior Sarah Smith, who is a member of the
Overtones, another JMU a cappella group.
Sarah and Jim had been especially close,
according to Doleman, a senior political

rendering courtesy of Mosely Architechts and JMU

The future of James Madison University unfolded through a series of artist’s renderings in the Board of Visitors meeting on
Friday. The sketches and maps, presented
by David Harnage of Moseley Architects,
comprised the university’s latest and most
comprehensive Master Plan to date.
And if all goes as planned, current students could return to James Madison University in 10, 20 or 30 years and find a far
different campus than the one they have

The Breeze

Faculty Member
Killed in
Hit-and-Run

After demolition of the current dorms, the Village buildings will create “mini quads.”
The Breeze

By ERIK LANDERS

See GANGS, page 5

science major.
“I’ve never seen anyone as loyal to his
family and friends as Jim was,” said Doleman,
describing how Jim and Sarah were often
together.
“Sarah is being a pillar for that family
right now,” Doleman added.
FRIENDS AND EXIT 245
According to DeMeo, when Jim first
joined Exit 245, his favorite song had been
the group’s version of “Rosanna,” a number it
also performed at the wake.
“He walked around everywhere singing
See SMITH, page 4

JMU Approves its Master Plan

By TIM CHAPMAN

Four Arrested in
Gang Activity

today.
Students can expect to find only public transportation, a Bridgeforth Stadium
on steroids (seating up to 40,000), UREC
twice as big, no parking lots and a brand
new Village.
Those are just some of the highlights of
the Master Plan that was approved unanimously by the JMU Board of Visitors at its
meeting on Friday.
While the plan is simply that, JMU
President Linwood Rose and rector of the
Board, Meredith Strohm Gunter, emphasized that if any campus enhancements or

changes would be approved in the decades
to come, they would follow these zoning
and architectural guidelines.
Harnage, vice president of Moseley
Architects, presented the Board, Rose and
other school administrators with the plan
that he and Moseley worked on over an
18-month span. In all, expansion would
include 2.1 million square feet for “education and general” purposes, 1.3 million
square feet for “auxiliary student support
programs” and 600,000 square feet for athletics.
The Rockingham Memorial Hospital
that was purchased in early 2005 will be
used for a variety of purposes, including
student enhancement and applied physics courses. The oldest wing of the hospital, built in 1956, will be demolished for a
courtyard and entrance to campus.
‘GREEN SPACES’
The overriding theme of the plan is for
a greener campus. By eliminating auxiliary
parking lots like the one behind Roop Hall
(bounded by Harrison, Converse and Gifford Halls), the plan “preserves campus
culture by establishing green space,” according to Harnage. He also emphasized
having “no recommendations” for the
changing Quad’s bluestone look, in order
to preserve JMU’s image.
Parking spaces, 2,313 in total would be
eliminated on campus, but the addition of
See MASTER PLAN, page 4

JMU faculty member Sherry Burcham Anderson was
jogging at 5:30 the morning of Jan. 6 when she was struck
by a car and killed.
The accident took place on the 1100 block of South
Main Street near the Catholic Campus Ministry. She was
pronounced dead on the scene.
Later that evening, Harrisonburg Police located the car
that hit Anderson and was able to arrest the driver.
Bethany Jones, of 41 South Ave. in Harrisonburg, was
charged with involuntary manslaughter and felony hitand-run, and admitted to prosecutors that she had been
drinking.
The 24-year-old worked at The Pub where she stayed
after her shift and drank before leaving. Prosecutors claim
Jones was behind the wheel of a Toyota Camry that fatally
struck Anderson, and fled the scene.
Bond had been set at $30,000 by the circuit court.
See page 5 for what’s next for The Pub

FRIENDS REFLECT
Anderson, 55, was an avid runner and physical
fitness junkie. She ran with a group of people almost
every day, and her friends say that she was very health
conscious.
“Sherry was always working at training for an event,”
said Pam Mason, her friend of 15 years. “She ran, biked and
swam. She worked out at least six days a week. She was very
committed to her health.”
A group of more than 35 people collected together
at the Rockingham Memorial Wellness Center to jog in
memory of Anderson a couple of days after the accident.
They carried running shoes and placed them as a memorial
to their friend at the site where the accident occurred.
“I was one of the runners that put shoes on that site,”
Mason said. “We held hands, circled the site, read scripture,
took turns saying words about her and cried, cried and
cried. We will always pause at the site and say a hello as we
run that route.”
Another friend, Violet Allain, said those that ran
gathered at 5:15 a.m.
“Those folks all knew Sherry and her devotion to
running,” Allain said. “It was truly inspirational.”
See HIT-AND-RUN, page 5

courtesy of PAM MASON

Sherry Anderson was struck by a car and killed while
she was running in the early morning hours on South
Main Street on Jan. 6.
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World/National News
Guantanamo Bay Detainee Found
To Have Been Tortured By U.S.
The Washington Post

WASHINGTON — The top Bush ad-

ministration official in charge of deciding
whether to bring Guantanamo Bay detainees to trial has concluded that the U.S. military tortured a Saudi national who allegedly
planned to participate in the Sept. 11, 2001,
attacks, interrogating him with techniques
that included sustained isolation, sleep deprivation, nudity and prolonged exposure
to cold, leaving him in a “life-threatening
condition.”
“We tortured (Mohammed al-)
Qahtani,” said Susan Crawford, in her first
interview since being named convening
authority of military commissions by Defense Secretary Robert Gates in February
2007. “His treatment met the legal definition of torture. And that’s why I did not
refer the case” for prosecution.
Crawford, a retired judge who served
as general counsel for the Army during the
Reagan administration and as Pentagon
inspector general when Dick Cheney was
secretary of defense, is the first senior Bush
administration official responsible for reviewing practices at Guantanamo to publicly state that a detainee was tortured.
Crawford, 61, said the combination of
the interrogation techniques, their duration and the impact on Qahtani’s health led
to her conclusion. “The techniques they
used were all authorized, but the manner
in which they applied them was overly
aggressive and too persistent...You think
of torture, you think of some horrendous

physical act done to an individual. This was
not any one particular act; this was just a
combination of things that had a medical
impact on him, that hurt his health. It was
abusive and uncalled for. And coercive.
Clearly coercive. It was that medical impact that pushed me over the edge” to call
it torture, she said.
Military prosecutors said in November that they would seek to refile charges
against Qahtani, 30, based on subsequent
interrogations that did not employ harsh
techniques. But Crawford, who dismissed war crimes charges against him
in May 2008, said in the interview that
she would not allow the prosecution to
go forward.
Qahtani was denied entry into the
United States a month before the Sept. 11
attacks and was allegedly planning to be the
plot’s 20th hijacker. He was later captured
in Afghanistan and transported to Guantanamo in January 2002. His interrogation
took place over 50 days from November
2002 to January 2003, though he was held
in isolation until April 2003.
The interrogation, portions of which
have been previously described by other
news organizations, including The Washington Post, was so intense that Qahtani
had to be hospitalized twice at Guantanamo
with bradycardia, a condition in which the
heart rate falls below 60 beats a minute and
which in extreme cases can lead to heart
failure and death. At one point Qahtani's
heart rate dropped to 35 beats per minute,
the record shows.

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University,
serves student and faculty readership by reporting news involving
the campus and local community. The Breeze strives to be impartial
and fair in its reporting and firmly believes in its First Amendment
rights.
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James Madison University and the local
Harrisonburg community. Comments and complaints should be
addressed to Tim Chapman, editor.

The Qahtani case underscores the
challenges facing the incoming Obama
administration as it seeks to close the controversial detention facility at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, including the dilemmas posed
by individuals considered too dangerous to
release but whose legal status is uncertain.
FBI “clean teams,” which gather evidence
without using information gained during
controversial interrogations, have established that Qahtani intended to join the
2001 hijackers.
“There’s no doubt in my mind he
would’ve been on one of those planes had
he gained access to the country in August
2001,” Crawford said of Qahtani, who remains detained at Guantanamo. “He's a
muscle hijacker... He’s a very dangerous
man. What do you do with him now if you
don’t charge him and try him? I would be
hesitant to say, ‘Let him go.’”
That, she said, is a decision that President-elect Barack Obama will have to
make. Obama repeated Sunday that he intends to close the Guantanamo center but
acknowledged the challenges involved.
“It is more difficult than I think a lot of
people realize,” Obama said on ABC's
“This Week,” “and we are going to get it
done, but part of the challenge that you
have is that you have a bunch of folks that
have been detained, many of whom may
be very dangerous, who have not been put
on trial or have not gone through some
adjudication. And some of the evidence
against them may be tainted, even though
it’s true.”
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CORRECTION
In the Thursday Dec. 4 issue of The Breeze, the
first photo on p. 11 of the “All Star Runners-Up”
labeled Chad on the left. However, Chris Coates
is the one pictured on the left.
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See ya at The Pub!!
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2 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments - starting at $350/person
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Popular Drink Contains Risk
Joose, the alcoholic energy drink, masks signs of physical intoxication
among consumers because of high levels of caffeine and alcohol

By CORY KUKLICK
contributing writer

It turns out college students across the country have been misspelling “juice” all along. United
Brands manufacturing has respelled “juice” to
“Joose,” and young adults are drinking it up, possibly
ignoring the drink’s dangerous effects.
Joose is one of the newest and most popular alcoholic energy drinks to hit gas stations and grocery
stores across the country.
Packaged in a 23.5-ounce container, Joose is a
malt beverage with four flavors ranging in alcoholic
content from between 9.0 percent to 9.9 percent by
volume, the second highest amount of alcohol in
energy drinks behind Four, an energy alcohol drink
which contains up to 11 percent alcohol.
Two other popular alcoholic energy drinks,
Sparks and Tilt, do not exceed 8 percent alcohol by
volume, and most domestic beers do not exceed 6
percent.
“When we first started selling it last spring, people started buying it because it was kind of a novelty,”
said Zach Jones, an employee at the Texaco on Port
Republic Road. “Now it’s probably the top-selling alcohol we have.”
There isn’t one single answer that points to Joose’s
rise in the ranks with college students, but rather a

combination of factors that makes Joose extremely to compare the amounts of caffeine in both for his
marketable to partygoers.
analytical chemistry class.
“It tastes good to people,” said Liz Howley, assoAfter removing carbon dioxide in the samples,
ciate director for substance abuse at JMU’s Office of the solution was filtered through a tiny needle, and
Judicial Affairs. “A lot of kids like to get drunk, but the contents of Joose and Coca-Cola were separated
don’t like to drink.”
using high-performance liqJoose is also sold for less
uid chromatography.
than three dollars at many
“I found that in Coke,
gas stations, making it exthere is 2.83 milligrams per
tremely affordable for stufluid ounce of caffeine and
dents looking to get intoxiin Joose, there is 6.51 milcated without having to pay
ligrams of caffeine per fluid
a hefty price.
ounce,” East said as he read
“During the weekend
off his lab results.
we probably sell between
With such high levels of
150 to 200 cans, and around
caffeine, students are able to
— Zach Jones
Homecoming it was around
stay up partying longer withTexaco employee
600,” Jones said.
out feeling tired earlier in the
JMU senior Katie Colenight.
Kelly, who has worked at
“I’ll start on it, pre-game
the Campus Corner gas
on it,” freshman Matt O’Toole
station on Port Republic Road for the past two said. “You just get a good buzz, get energy off of it.”
months, agrees: “People buy it in bulk, they’ll buy
However, drinking Joose isn’t as innocent as
six to 10 cans.”
a fun night out on the town. The availability and
Along with its price and smooth taste, Joose also popularity of the drink, as well as the high levels of
contains large amounts of caffeine.
caffeine, have dangerous side effects, and JMU ofBobby East, a junior chemistry major at JMU, ficials are taking note.
experimented with samples of Joose and Coca-Cola
Paige Hawkins, the assistant director at the center

“

During the weekend
we probably sell
between 150 to 200
cans...

”

Read another
article on the
dangers of
energy drinks,
like 5-Hour
Energy,
online at
breezejmu.org

JESSICA DODDS/The Breeze
photos by DAVID CASTERLINE/contributing photographer

SGA Honors Jim Smith With
Money For Memorial Fund
By MEGAN WILLIAMS

the issue,” Sutter said during debate.

n Sophomore class president John Sutter collected money on behalf of the 2011 class for
the Younger Sons College Fund for sophomore
Jim Smith and his mother Jean Smith who were
shot in their home in Dale City over Winter
Break. Sutter was intending to send flowers and
a card, but the obituary asked that those wishing to show their support for the family donate
to the college fund.

n A resolution suggesting that professors feel
free to cancel classes on the day of the Inauguration was struck down after much debate and
an almost equally divided vote. Those in favor
of the resolution argued the historical nature of
the event and the hope that those who want to
attend would be able to. Those arguing against
the resolution said that students are attending
JMU to learn and that canceling classes hindered those students who have no interest in
attending the Inauguration.

The Breeze

n The SGA passed a resolution suggesting
that more sections be added to classes within
majors that are prerequisites for other classes
within the major. The resolution will go to the
Vice Provost of Academic Affairs, Doug Brown.
The Legislative Action Committee within SGA
drafted the resolution after getting complaints
from constituents. Although the resolution is a
suggestion, it does not guarantee that any action will be taken.
“It’s just a suggestion to raise awareness about

for substance abuse education at JMU, works on
educating about the dangers of alcohol abuse, and
is well aware of the rise in popularity with Joose and
the dangers it can pose.
According to Hawkins, caffeine masks the depressant effects of alcohol and signs of physical
intoxication such as fatigue and stumbling. Mixing caffeine and alcohol also doubles the likelihood of making destructive decisions, including
vandalism and sexual assault.
“Your judgment to make sound decisions is
impaired,” Hawkins said, adding that drinkers
of Joose will also drink faster than most. “You’re
more likely to consume more quickly, as opposed
to four drinks, where you can taste more of the
alcohol.”
Howley, in agreement, added that drinking
Joose can bring on feeling drunk all at once, as
opposed to drinking beer, which has more of a
gradual effect.
Joose can also lead to heart problems with
students that have a pre-existing but still unknown heart condition, which is not uncommon
in college-aged students, according to Howley.
Is Joose a permanent fixture on the market?
“It’s probably just a trend like Sparks, but
someone else will come out with something new
that people will be hooked onto,” O’Toole said.

Egle Makes New Nest

“If you feel passionate about it, take a personal
day and skip class,” said Dan Stana, vice president of Academic Affairs.

President Linwood Rose is speaking
at the next SGA meeting,
Tuesday, Jan. 20 in the Festival
Ballroom, which is open to the public.

SETH BINSTED/The Breeze

University spokesman Don Egle has moved his office to the corner of Court Square in order
to be more accessible to the public. His new office is at 61-B Court Square.
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SMITH: Fun-loving sophomore remembered
Smith, from front

it when he learned it, and it drove everyone
crazy,” DeMeo said. “But you couldn’t help
but be happy for him.”
Though the two had only been together
for a few months, DeMeo said, “Every day
with him was the best day of my life, even
though that sounds corny. He made me
live. He showed me it’s OK to slow down,
have fun and not worry so much.”
Smith wanted to have fun all the time,
so every day of his life was an adventure,
according to DeMeo. “If he wanted to take
a drive to West Virginia just because, he
would. He was so spontaneous.”
Doleman said Exit 245 is also trying to
enjoy their memories of Jim, which he said
were all positive.
“If I had to epitomize how Jim was in
one phrase,” he said, “I’d say it was ‘live for
the story.’”
Hutchison said when Jim first joined
the group he had described himself as

“always getting really close to getting in
trouble.”
Smith seemed to love everything about
being at JMU and knew how to have fun.
Even before becoming a student, he had
streaked the Quad several times. Then
he did it countless more times, according
to DeMeo, as she shook her head and
smiled.
The impulsive attitude influenced
Smith’s goals for his future. From going
on tour to sing, to opening a restaurant,
DeMeo said he wanted to do everything.
“He never worried about finding a job,”
she said. “He always wanted to perform.”
And according to DeMeo, Smith was
“ridiculously talented.”
“The music program drew him here,”
she said. “They were like his family.”
Jean, Jim’s mother, had also become
a part of JMU’s music family. Doleman
said she attended many of Exit 245’s
performances during the past semester to

take photos and videos.
“You could tell that family loved
each other more than any other family,”
Doleman said.
Exit 245 hopes to create a scholarship
in memory of Smith, called the James
M. Smith Scholarship. Hutchison said it
would be given to a member who needed
financial assistance because of the time
commitment to be in the group. Any extra
money would be donated to the charity of
the family’s choice.
Doleman said it would be funded by a
memorial concert that Exit 245 is planning,
along with the university and other a capella
groups.
Though Smith had only been in Exit 245
for a few months, he quickly became a part
of its brotherhood, the members said.
“It’s a tragic event,” Doleman said, “but
I think that his family and friends have
used it to really show how much they love
each other.”

Have a story for

The Breeze
to cover?
Contact us at
breezenews@gmail.com

MASTER PLAN: More
Athletic fields to be added
Master Plan, from front

potentially five new parking
decks, the hospital parking
deck and another new remote
lot would add 5,443 spaces for
a net increase of 3,130.
On the main side of campus
(west of Interstate-81) public
transportation would run on
the “Grace Street Corridor.”
The road would run from

Memorial Hall down Grace
Street and around Taylor Hall.
The property located along
Port Republic Road and Neff
Avenue will house a number
of recreation and NCAA fields,
including a 3,000-seat stadium
for varsity soccer and lacrosse.
A new Convocation Center
could also be built where the
current softball complex is.
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What’s Next for The Pub?

HIT-AND-RUN: Anderson talked
About four children with pride
Hit-and-run, from front

Allain added that Anderson always struck her as
an energetic person who was “full of life.” Her friend
Donna Styles said Anderson was always training for
something new.
“I had run many halfs [marathons] and said I
wouldn’t never run another, but she persuaded me
otherwise and we ran the Richmond half in November
2008,” Styles said. “Her positive outlook can rub off
on you. She was one of the few who could talk me into
running another half.”
Anderson was also described as a strong Christian
and Mason says that her faith is what kept her strong.
“On Saturdays, a group of us ran, ate breakfast at
different restaurants and did a Christian book study,”
Mason said. “Sherry and her good friend, Sara, were
our spiritual leaders. They always kept us focused on

our study.”
Anderson was also a part of JMU as an educational
consultant with the Shenandoah Valley Child
Development Clinic for the last four years.
The clinic is a part of the Institute for Innovation
in Health and Human Services and gives evaluations
for children with developmental, health, emotional
and behavioral problems.
At home, Anderson was a mom to four children
and a wife to her husband, Eddie.
“Sherry loved her family,” Mason said, adding that
Anderson’s daughter attends JMU. “We spent many
of our Saturday runs talking about her children.
Since I taught three of them, I was always interested
in how and what they were doing. She talked with
pride about them.”

Clinton “Casper” Martin			

The Virginia Alcoholic Beverage Control is looking into what
happened at the bar the night Anderson was killed.
The agents are checking to see if The Pub violated any laws
that could have contributed to Anderson’s death.
According to Virginia law, in order for staff members to
drink the restaurant must be closed, the staff must pay for their
drinks and it cannot be after 2 a.m. Employees are not allowed
to become intoxicated.
Right now the investigation is “solely administrative” according to Steve Jones, special agent with the regional Virginia
Alcohol Beverage Control in Staunton. But he said if after the
investigation is complete and there are criminal violations, they
would pursue those.
“The investigation is on-going, and we are conducting interviews and getting facts straight,” Jones said. “We are working in
conjunction with Harrisonburg Police Department, and once we
get the facts and the information, we will review it and determine whether there will be charges.”
Jones said he hadn’t heard anything about The Pub being
shut down.
-ASHTON SMITH/The Breeze

Raphael Jimenez					

Harmonie Alger

GANGS: Major gang members arrested
By Harrisonburg police department
Gang, from front

On Jan. 9 at approximately 1 p.m. a shooting was
reported on the 1000 block of Meadow Lark Drive in
which no one was hurt.
Gang member Raphael Jimenez was arrested in
connection to the shooting Tuesday night and is

charged with attempted first-degree murder. The
shooting was allegedly motivated by a drug arrest made
by the HPD.
Two more suspects, Harmonie Alger and Chet
McDonaldson, were arrested Wednesday on charges of
conspiracy to distribute drugs.
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“As a result of these arrests, several violent felons
were removed from the community,” Boshart said. “As
a result of this investigation and these arrests the community is now safer and a major drug dealer is now in
police custody.”
The investigation is still ongoing.

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

$5 OFF

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
(with JAC card)
Bring in this coupon and get $5.00 off your next oil change at you nearest participating Jiffy Lube.
Come in every 3,000 miles for a Jiffy Lbe Signature Service® Oil Change.
*This coupon is only redeemable at the Jiffy lube at 1870 East market St. Harrisonburg, VA

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
- No Appointment necessary.
- Free top off on your way home*
- National database keeps a
history of your Jiffy Lube services.

$34.99
- $5.00
$29.99 (with JAC card)
Not valid with other offers. Jiffy Lube Sinature Service®
are registered trademarks of Jiffy Lube International, Inc.
© 2004 All Rights reserved.

1870 East Market Street
across form Valley Mall

Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540) 433-8599
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OPINION

Editor: Whitten Maher
breezeopinion@gmail.com
(540) 568-3846
MIKE CHECK

MICHAEL
LARRICK

2009/What’s In

The American economy is in shambles, and there are real pirates hijacking
supertankers. We’ve got a new president, and the girl I have a crush on wants
to bang vampires. Here’s my guide to what’s in and what’s out in 2009.

OUT: VAMPIRES WHO RIP YOUR THROAT OUT

OUT: OBAMAMANIA

IN: VAMPIRES YOU WANT TO HAVE SEX WITH

IN: REMEMBERING YOU DON’T GIVE A DAMN ABOUT POLITICS

Life is funny sometimes. To think it was just a year ago that I was sitting
in my therapist’s office listening to her tell me how it was “unhealthy” and “extremely alarming” that I was solely attracted to vampires. They can live forever!
How is that not sexy?
There was always a small group of people — who usually shopped at Hot
Topic — who shared my taste for the pale and immortal, but now it’s actually
cool to want to spoon with these fictional beings. With the tandem success of
the “Twilight” books and film, a large amount of girls are finally seeing things
my way. Even people without bondage pants may find themselves pinning up
pictures of the Count on their walls. Who’s “severely disturbed” now, doctor?

During Obama’s campaign for president, everyone suddenly cared about
politics. “Essence” and “Ebony” magazines have now both mysteriously decided to add White House reporters because I guess caring about what goes
on in your country is cool now.

OUT: ANY SENSE OF DIGNITY

This is great and all, but he hasn’t even been inaugurated yet, so maybe
your sequined “Obama” shirt is a little much. What if he’s actually one of those
animatronic puppets? You’re going to feel so stupid! Having the ability to put
together a sentence properly does not make someone a good president. On
that note, it will be nice not to hear other countries bitch about how much they
hate Bush, that’s for sure. I will miss Bush though. He was hilarious.

OUT: THE AIM AWAY MESSAGE

IN: VH1
I used to think of VH1 as a classier MTV that actually played music occasionally, but that belief flew out the window with the rise of programs such as
“Rock of Love Bus” with Bret Michaels. This third installment of the “Rock of
Love” series finds the esteemed Mr. Michaels deciding that he will obviously
find true love if he brings all these insane women on tour with him. The VH1
CEO has no soul, and I love it. I haven’t seen such entertaining television in
years.
What? You’re better than me because you don’t watch “Real Chance of
Love”? Well, it’s awesome, and the new “Tool Academy” is even better, so you
can kiss my ass. VH1’s slogan should be “We don’t give a s***.”

OUT: “PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN” + RUM
IN: SOMALI PIRATES + RANSOM

IN: THE FACEBOOK STATUS
What are you, in the eighth grade? The days of AIM have passed, my friend.
No more printing out conversations you had with your friend and showing it to
the person they trash-talked for five lines of text. It’s all about Facebook now. It
amazes me that people still have a hard time realizing the word “is” is already
included in the Facebook status. They even made it removable, and people still
can’t figure it out.
I’m glad, though, everyone is letting me know how they feel every second
of every day or just putting up a  so someone can comment asking “awww
what’s wrong??” I’m also glad people are utilizing this feature for posting important information like, “Kelly is is soo happy to be back at JMU with her loves!”

IN: ENERGY DRINKS THAT GET YOU DRUNK
It’s 2009, people. I don’t have time to be drinking beverages that don’t
have alcohol in them. They’ve finally created an alcoholic beverage that gives
you the stamina to make horrible decisions without all that pesky passing-out
business. There have been rumblings of the discontinuation of alcoholic energy
drinks because they’re “damaging to your heart,” which I predict will incite
mass riots. (And when I say predict, I mean I am going to start them.)
But if there is a God, he likes to start every night of drinking off with a Joose.
MICHAEL LARRICK is a junior media arts & design major and a comedian and
is The Breeze’s humor columnist.

ANDREW KINDMAN, The Duke Chronicle

transportation. We listened to lawmakers who
told us that budget cuts in public schools and
on other social spending was unavoidable, then
watched as nearly $8 trillion appeared out of thin
air to save the international monetary system before it crashed through its deregulated floor (don’t
get comfortable; it’s worse than you think, and
it isn’t nearly over). I could go on. From Iraqi oil
field auctions to Madoff ’s giant Ponzi, this is an
age that begs for outrage, but all I’ve seen recently
is complacency, in the subjunctive.
It comes in forms as benign as passive desire.
“I wish things were better.” “I hope that Barack
Obama enacts the change he promised.” But then
there is the more subtle, though more sinister,
if-then statement. “If I weren’t so busy, then I’d
tutor kids in my neighborhood.” “If it were more
convenient, then I’d ride
the bus to work.” The subjunctive is, in a way, both
the most powerful weapon
and greatest enemy of our
culture. While we could
have used the subjunctive to express doubt in
things like weapons of
mass destruction that were
“definitely” in Iraq, we’ve become comfortable
using the subjunctive to legitimize our self-doubt,
our perceived powerlessness and our endless,
endless excuses.
In this new year, with this new president
and administration, on this fresh lap around the
sun, humor me as I pose to you one of the more
eccentric requests you are likely to have heard
lately. Resolve to start questioning your personal
use of the subjunctive — maybe even try giving
indicative a shot. If you find yourself wishing, ask
yourself why you aren’t taking action. If you find
yourself expressing doubt, let it be against orthodoxy and not against yourself. It’s an abstract
resolution, to be sure, but it’s simple. Let’s stop
watching our world as spectators in the subjunctive tense. Ditch the if-then statements and just
take action.

If you find yourself
“ wishing,
ask yourself

why you aren’t taking
action.
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PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
creatively depict a given situation, person or
event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “thanks-for-thinking-about-us” pat
to HDPT and JMU for adding the new night
campus shuttle to their roster.
From a living-by-Memorial Hall, classesin-ISAT junior who is very grateful to have the
ride home at night (but also humbly requests
that the bus not show up 15 minutes late next
time).
An “I-hope-you-all-learn-a-lesson-fromthis” dart to all the drunken drivers out there;
not only are you risking your safety but the
safety of other drivers and pedestrians.
From a student heartbroken over the untimely death of Sherry Anderson.
A “way-to-ruin-my-final-semester” dart
to Market One for replacing its wraps with
sandwiches that don’t even taste the way they
should.
From a senior who isn’t ashamed of eating
healthy.
An “extended-thank-you” pat to JMU for
giving us a longer Winter Break.
From a junior who was happy to spend
extra time with the crazy fam.
A “thanks-for-always-being-on-myside(s)” pat to my pockets for being so darn
convenient.
From my JACard, cell phone, take-out
silverware, sunglasses, etc. who thank you for
keeping them warm.
A “historical-blunder” dart to JMU for
not cancelling classes on Inauguration Day.
From a student who is glad his professor
will be screening history in the making on
Tuesday.

PAUL CRAFT, The Stanford Daily

End of The Subjunctive

Serving James Madison University Since 1922

DARTS
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OUT: ENERGY DRINKS

I used to be like you. Pirates are cool, I used to think to myself, under the
assumption that they didn’t exist and that they were always looking for buried
treasure, spoke in a badass prose and had an irrational fear of clocks (If you
don’t get this, that means you’ve never seen “Hook,” and that means I hate
you.) We all saw the “Pirates of the Caribbean” movies, and Johnny Depp was
SO-SO-SO HOT OMG.
But there’s nothing cute about a Somali pirate putting an AK-47 in your
face. Somali pirates made about $30 million in ransoms last year, so maybe
piracy should be a part of our own economic stimulus plan. They’re even killing
each other. Five of said pirates drowned squabbling over how to split a ransom
they received, because apparently dividing it by five was too complicated without the help of a T-9 calculator.

If you’ve studied language, the title of this
column probably sent a little tingle of repulsion
and inadequacy down your spine. Loathed by
second-language students for its irregular forms
and nebulous applications, the subjunctive mood
represents an essential part of the grammatical
and cultural canon in nearly all Indo-European
languages.
The subjunctive is used “to express wishes,
commands, emotion, possibility, judgment, opinion, necessity or statements that are contrary to
fact at present” (here I shamelessly cite Wikipedia
because language belongs to the proletariat, as
does Wikipedia Q.E.D.). Now, I don’t claim to
be a grammar whiz, or even a buff — I too have
spent long hours cursing the subjunctive for the
hearty chunk of GPA
it stole from me — but
over the past year, I
have come to appreciate the real value of the
subjunctive, its diverse
uses and, most importantly, the insidious
complacency it implies.
I have been out of
the country for eight
months. Since May, I
have been watching America from the perspective of a spectator and watching the world in a
language that values the subjunctive in a big way.
In these several months, one thing became clear
to me. Herein I do not use the subjunctive: I do
not express doubt, do not negate certainty and do
not qualify the forthcoming statement as opinion
or judgment. Straight-up indicative mood,
present-perfect tense: This world has gone crazy.
We watched a presidential election during
which the irrelevance of Alaska’s visual proximity to the Bering Strait had to be corroborated
by pundits before it could be dismissed. We
continue to apply sanctions and antagonistic
rhetoric against petrol-states like Iran and Venezuela knowing fully well that a crippling blow
would be dealt to these oppressive regimes if we
were to invest in alternative energy and public
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Quarrel Over Qualifications

In the Bush-Palin-Ann Coulter political
calculus, markers of the intellectual elite — those
who write books or proudly attend fancy universities like Stanford — are seen as inherently bad.
To them, “real Americans” don’t drink lattés or
have Ph.D.s or read certain newspapers. Intellectualism is the enemy. But is the pendulum
swinging the other way in the post-Obama political climate? Do markers of intelligence and elite
intellectual status now mean everything?
Possibly. Overtones of this swing appeared
in Obama’s 2008 campaign, but Caroline Kennedy’s maladroit bid for the Senate is the best
example. When asked by the New York Times
why she wanted to be appointed the new senator
from New York, Kennedy could barely articulate a
case for herself. She did say that she was qualified
because, “I’ve written seven books — two on the
Constitution, two on American politics.”
Then, Maureen
Dowd, a Kennedy
supporter and New
York Times columnist,
defended Kennedy
by writing, “People
complain that the 51year-old Harvard and
Columbia Law School
grad and author is not a glib, professional pol
who…hasn’t spent her life glad-handing, backstabbing and logrolling. I say, thank God.”
Kennedy’s bid — and Dowd’s weak argument in favor of it — drips with an undemocratic
sense of entitlement and privilege rationalized by
her impressive degrees. Sure, she has sparkling
credentials, but how is Kennedy — who has never
been elected to public office — more qualified to
represent the 19.3 million residents of New York
(in a time of economic calamity and two wars)
than, say, the hundreds of thousands of other
mild-mannered lawyers and authors?
The Democratic tendency to focus on educational background is no doubt a reaction to the
populist, anti-elitist rhetoric of the modern GOP.
But the danger of degree worship is that education becomes an end unto itself and not a means
to further accomplishment.
Moreover, intellect often has little to do with

“

democratic leadership. The two are not mutually
exclusive — America’s Founding Fathers were
serious thinkers and scholars. But, contrary to
Dowd’s comments, democracy is all about the
messiness of elections and campaigns, built on
leaders persuading the voters of their visions.
It’s about serving the American people, who, for
better or worse, don’t vote based on SAT scores or
Stanford diplomas.
The treatment of Sarah Palin last year further
demonstrated this upsurge in degree mania.
Clearly Sarah Palin was painfully inarticulate
and lacked the skill to be vice president. (Reading transcripts of her answers is groan-inducing.)
But she also endured a public assault on her
educational qualifications — a fractured college
career, her time as a beauty queen, her backwater
lifestyle. It often seemed that she was rejected
so vehemently because she lacked the sort of
educational pedigree that
would get her wedding
space on the New York
Times’ “Weddings and
Celebrations” page. (I can
see the blurb now: “Ms.
Palin, daughter of a lowly
science teacher, attended
several non-prestigious
universities before graduating from University of
Idaho without honors or accolades.”)
Many of her critics, however, conveniently
overlook the fact that Palin has been successful
in the arena of actual democratic politics, which
is more than you can say about Caroline Kennedy.
In the end, it’s time that the Palin crowd stop
rejecting certain segments of society based on
educational background. But it’s also time that the
Maureen Dowd crowd stop worshipping at the
altar of the educational pedigree.
Indeed, if there is one thing that American
elites should have learned over the past decades,
it’s that degrees don’t equal wisdom and leadership. Just ask the former Bear Sterns CEO Alan
Schwartz (Duke University), General Motors
CEO Rick Wagoner (Duke, Harvard), key
architect of the invasion of Iraq Paul Wolfowitz
(Cornell, University of Chicago) or George W.
Bush (Yale, Harvard).

...degrees don’t equal
wisdom and leadership.
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I Just Ate What?!

tudent
peak

What’s your New Year’s
Resolution?
piece and photos by CAROLINE KRETSCH

Five sneaky ways to get fat in the ’Burg

Frankie Dailey
Freshman, Undecided
“I have a few resolutions: one, to be better to
my friends — like to spend more time with
them and to never use them. Two, to be better
to myself — like to eat healthier and work out
more. And finally, three, to be better to my
family by staying closer in touch with them.”
AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze
High calorie count and fat
content make Starbuck’s
beverages and Panera’s
salads less healthy despite
their appearance.

By RACHEL CHEMERYNSKI
The Breeze

Allison Winters
Sophomore, Nursing
“My friend [Brittany Hall] and me have a
resolution to take a picture every day.”

JMU students Thomas Manuel and Nathan Herchenrother
spend their summer evenings serving up scrumptious but seemingly light fare like French Onion soup, Cajun Shrimp Penne and
Cobb salads at the sports bar they work at.
But even though they could wolf down the restaurant dishes
while on their breaks, they instead eat homemade turkey sandwiches and bagels that they packed before heading to
work.
The reason? It’s because they’re in on
a dirty little secret many of us don’t
know: the exact fat and calorie count
in a variety of restaurant dishes that
supposedly help you control your
waistline.
“Girls will come in and ask
for a salad with dressing on the
side — always on the side,” Manuel said. “Then they’ll simply use
it as a dip for their lettuce and end
up asking for more dressing in the end.”
Suddenly, their harmless bed of lettuce and
vegetables would turn into a caloric, fatty mess,
drowning in dressing, cheese and bacon, sometimes reaching
1,000 calories or more.
Which leaves us asking another question: Just how bad are all
the other popular items that are supposed to be diet-friendly?
The Grilled Chicken Caesar Salad — Panera
JMU junior Chelsea White seems like a healthy young woman,
exercising alongside my treadmill at the gym.
As she gets off the machine, I ask her about her dining habits. White admits that sometimes she indulges and orders a pasta

Gerald Mack
Freshman, Finance
“To get my GPA up and to be able to focus more on my schoolwork, to get in the
weight room more often, to be more politically aware and to take more chances.”

See UNHEALTHY, page 10

Musical High Notes of 2008
In an area where hardcore music has lost
most of its originality and frankly its credibility,
Blacklisted have created an album with enough
ferocity and intelligence to start caring about a
clichéd scene again.
4. Atmosphere — “When Life Gives You
Lemons, You Paint That Shit Gold”
Slug and Ant continue to claw their way out
of the hip-hop underground and into the mainstream and bring the little man with them. “When
Life Gives You Lemons” is a blue-collar soundtrack, finding hope in life’s everyday despair and
managing to be as soulful as it is ugly.
5. Sigur Rós — “Með suð i eyrum við spilum endalaust”
Icelandic beauty-makers scale down on their
size but not their mystic. “Með suð i eyrum við
spilum endalaust” is a tour-de-force packaged

neatly and economically in a much smaller package than previous offerings.
6. M83 — “Saturdays=Youth”
Anthony Gonzalez and crew continue to pay
homage to the 80’s with their atmospheric and
moody pop music. Saturdays=Youth finds Gonzalez reliving his teenage years through his own
creations, without angst and the future of responsibility a distant threat.
7. Coldplay — “Viva La Vida or Death and
All His Friends”
Coldplay is without a doubt the biggest band
in the world right now, and for good reason.
Coldplay have moved in a tighter and more mature sound, and politics aside, the album’s message is still a uniting one.

FRIDAY:
Inaugural Ball

FRIDAY:
Rock Operetta

MONDAY:
Art Exhibit

WHO: Student Government Association
WHAT: SGA is celebrating democracy with
food, music, door prizes and more. The event
is billed as semi-formal.
WHERE: Festival Ballroom
WHEN: 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
PRICE: Free

WHAT: “The Last Year in the Life of the
Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. as
Devised by Waterwell”
WHERE: Wilson Hall Auditorium
WHEN: 7:30 p.m.
PRICE:$12, $20 and $25; tickets can be
purchased at the box office in Harrison Hall

WHAT: “Prop Art: African Art in the
1960s and ’70s Cuban Graphics”
WHERE: The Gallery at Festival, Festival Conference and Student Center
WHEN: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. through
Feb. 27
PRICE: Free

contributing writer

Chelsea Dionne, Freshman,
Psychology, Military Science

What’s
happenin’
around
the ’Burg

The Signature Japanese Vegetable
Dish — ElBows
JMU senior Jonathan Harrell says
eating healthy has become a vital part
of his life.
“I’ve got terrible cholesterol,” he said.
On one particular night, he orders the
Japanese Pan Noodles from ElBows in Festival, thinking he’s getting a satisfying but nutritious
meal. “After all, it’s just Lo Mein noodles and vegetables,”
Harrell says.
Think again. The tiny, little black box of food that Harrell
chowed down in minutes contains 1,510 calories and 14.3 grams
of fat, and when he finds out, he’s completely shocked.
Reflecting on his diet blunder, he says, “It’s just funny… I actually think the best place you can eat at Festival is Grille Works,”
which serves burgers, sandwiches and French Fries, foods people
often associate with a gut.

commentary

By CORY KUKLICK

“To stop drinking soda, and to make
my whole life healthier.”

dish with alfredo sauce, but that she generally tries to eat healthy,
and when doing so she turns to Panera for a wholesome lunch. “I
usually get the Chicken Caesar salad,” White said. “You know, just
something light and boring.”
What White doesn’t know is that her mundane go-to salad
is in fact a monstrous caloric demon — 510 calories and 28
grams of fat. And that’s without the Caesar dressing or French
baguette said. Add that on top, and suddenly the plain, boring “nutritious” meal turns into a whopping 820 calories and 46
grams of fat.
When I tell her how many calories she’s been eating, her eyes widen. “It’s just disturbing and kind
of gross,” White said. “Everyone just thinks
Panera is so healthy for them.”

1. Astronautalis — “Pomegranate”
Texas’ Astronautalis blurs genres into his own
form of hip-hop folk music. “Pomegranate” is the
artists’ best album to date, and one that will solidify him as one of the top independent hip-hop
artists in music today.
2. Pygmy Lush — “Mt. Hope”
Members of some of Virginia’s best hardcore
bands moved to the country and created a folk
album as melancholic and haunting as the harsh
realities it evokes. Despite its name, “Mt. Hope”
is painful and strained, its members rugged, tired
and spent.
3. Blacklisted — “Heavier Than Heaven,
Lonelier Than God”

See MUSIC, page 10
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UNHEALTHY: Foods not always easy to spot
The late-night coffee booster — Starbuck’s
Senior Christina Cangelosi was never a big coffee drinker. But, when she came to JMU her freshman year, she found that an extra jolt of espresso
before an exam was the perfect pick-me-up.
Imagine her surprise when she found out her
energy boost, a late-night Mocha Frappuccino,
packs on 380 calories, 15 grams of fat and 47
grams of sugar.
Even the Light Mocha Frappuccino isn’t exactly your “diet angel.” The small cup still contains
140 calories and 19 grams of sugar, which many
people slurp down in a few minutes.
“I was like ‘Oh my God, this is not actually
good for me,’” Cangelosi said, referring to her favorite drink. “It’s like three-fourths of my calories
for the day!”
Cangelosi now gets the skinny latte’s instead
— only 90 calories, 12 grams of sugar and no fat.
The Soup and Sandwich Combo — Panera
One would call sophomore Danielle Booth an
expert when it comes to knowing what’s in her
food. She’s made a habit of looking online at the

nutritional information of all her favorite foods in
search for the truth.
And, more often than not, Booth finds herself in
shock. “Sometimes, I’ll go home and be like, ‘Oh my
God… I can’t eat for the rest of the day!” Booth said.
One of Booth’s greatest scares is the truth
about her “You Pick Two” order at Panera, a half
of the Smoked Turkey Café Sandwich on country
bread and an 8 ounce bowl of Broccoli Cheddar
Soup — or, more frankly put, a startling 540-calorie meal with 25 grams of fat.
“It’s double the terrible,” Booth says when she’s
informed of the nutritional values. “And the worst
part is that it was such a tiny portion of soup, too.”
When she realizes the truth about her Panera order, Booth tells herself she’ll never order it
again. But she says that some of the sandwiches at
Panera are even worse than her regretted order,
including the Sierra Turkey Sandwich on focaccia which measures in at a dreadful 1,000 calories
and 55 grams of fat. “Good God, that’s disgusting!” Booth says of the sandwich.
The Appetizer combo — Ruby Tuesday’s
For many, including senior Nicole Brigagliano,
appetizers seem to be the magic solution when at-

tempting to eat on the lighter side while eating out.
When Brigagliano goes to Ruby Tuesday’s with
three of her girlfriends, and they generally order
three or four appetizers to share, including one her
favorites — the Spinach and Artichoke dip.
“You think appetizers… it’s less food,” Brigagliano said. “And the Spinach and Artichoke dip
has vegetables so it’s a little better for you.”
Far from it. In reality the deceiving order of
Spinach and Artichoke dip contains 300 calories
and 19 grams of fat in just one serving.
And it gets even worse when considering the
extra calories coming from the rest of the appetizers; one serving of the Queso Dip and Chips (306
calories and 19 grams of fat), the Grand Sampler
(359 calories and 20 grams of fat) and the Fried
Mozzarella (182 calories and 11 grams of fat).
With four servings per dish, if each of Brigagliano’s friends ate one serving from every dish, that’s
1,147 calories and 69 grams of fat funneling down
into their stomachs.
After telling her the calorie amounts in her
favorite “mini meals,” Brigagliano questioned her
appetizer selections. “If you look, they are almost
as many calories [as] a meal,” Brigagliano said. “It’s
just crazy.”

Music, from page 9
8. Murder By Death — “Red of Tooth and
Claw”
While beginning modestly with their debut in
2002, Murder By Death have expanded their musical
horizons above and beyond with every release, and
“Red of Tooth and Claw” is no exception. Mixing elements of country, folk, indie rock and gospel music
is no easy task, but the band does so with ease.
9. Paint it Black — “New Lexicon”
On their third release, Paint It Black continues their visceral assault on all that is oppressive
and wrong with society. At times completely chaotic, at times melodic in the vein of “Strike Anymore,” frontman Dan Yemin once again proves
he can do no wrong.
10. Lil’ Wayne — “Tha Carter III”
Lil’ Wayne is a dead horse that has been beaten consistently for the past two years, but also the
most prolific hip-hop artist of the same time. Using alliteration and simile as his tools, Lil’ Wayne
may not be the best rapper alive, but he gives everyone else a run for their money. Literally.
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COMMENTARY

JMU Athletes to Watch in the New Year
By WES SHAW
The Breeze

Justin Thorpe/ Drew Dudzik
JMU will lose arguably the most successful
football player in its history
this offseason. Whether or
not Rodney Landers is drafted
by an NFL team this April is
irrelevant; Mickey Matthews
and his staff will have to find
a capable replacement behind
center for the Dukes regardless. While Drew Dudzik
made a Sportscenter Top
10-worthy performance in
WES
relief
against Montana, expect
SHAW
upcoming redshirt freshman
Justin Thorpe to give Dudzik a run for his money
for the 2009 starting position this spring.
Thorpe was a two-star Rivals.com athlete at

Alum Soars
In Philly

Varina High School in Richmond in 2008. Before
committing to JMU, the 6-foot-1, 210-pound dualthreat quarterback received offers from Richmond,
Eastern Michigan and Duke, while Virginia Tech
and App State also showed interest. Thorpe’s 4.52
40 is hardly comparable to that of other recent
quarterbacks from Virginia, (Vick, Vick, Taylor)
but it’s hardly anything to sneeze at.
Dudzik’s first meaningful action of his career
came in the FCS semifinal after Landers went
down with an ankle injury. (Not to pour salt in that
wound.) His performance was one of guts and grit,
even in the loss. Dudzik went 6-of-13 for 70 yards
and rushed 12 times for 88 yards and two scores.
Prior to those snaps against Montana, the rising junior had only seen the playing field in garbage time.

Turner Phelps
Pitching wins championships, so who needs
Brett Sellers and Steven Caseres? (I’m gonna ignore
the fact that the duo combined to hit .376 with 38

homeruns and 125 RBIs in 2008.)
After losing its two best offensive players to the
MLB draft last June, defending CAA Champion
JMU will need its pitching staff to perform at a
high level if it hopes to repeat in 2009.
Enter sophomore Turner Phelps, the unofficial
ace of a starting rotation that returns four of five from
its 2008 group. JMU’s 5.77 collective team ERA last
season was good for fourth in the conference.
Phelps posted a 3.87 ERA and an 8-0 record last season as a true freshman, earning a spot on the National
Collegiate Baseball Writers Association Freshman AllAmerican Second Team and the preseason watch list for
the 2009 National Player of the Year Award.
The Roanoke native started only five games last
year, appearing exclusively out of the bullpen for
much of the regular season. Expect Phelps, however, to begin the season in Madison’s rotation after
proving his worth as a starter down the stretch.
See WATCH, page 12

CAA Competition

By TIM CHAPMAN
The Breeze

LANDOVER, Md. — If Akeem Jordan had
to write an article about himself, it would probably be about three sentences.
I love playing football. I love my family. And by
the blessings of God, I’ve gotten to the next level.
Jordan usually doesn’t talk much.
The Eagles starting linebacker, and former
James Madison standout, answers questions
with a smile, but with utmost brevity.
“I’m more comfortable than last year, when I
was a rookie,” Jordan said of his transition to the
NFL. “It’s just all about playing.”
When asked if he ever thinks about being
passed over in the draft: “I don’t pay attention to
the past. The past is the past. I just go on living. I
can’t change the past.”
This all-business attitude is probably the
reason why, as an undrafted free agent, Jordan
is already starting for one of the more respected
defensive minds in the league.
“He’s pretty quiet. He’s quiet around me,” said
Jim Johnson, the Philadelphia Eagles defensive
coordinator. “He might be noisy, ask his teammates; he doesn’t say ‘boo’ to me. But he’s a good
kid, good worker, we like him a lot.”
Jordan has good football instincts, according to Johnson, and that was apparent in his
first start in the 2007 season finale against Buffalo. His 14-tackle performance still serves as his
career-high and proved to the Eagles that he was
more than just a special teams stud. He had his
second-best output with 10 tackles Sunday in a
10-3 loss to the Washington Redskins, that saw
Eagles’ receiver DeSean Jackson get stopped just
shy of the goal line on the last play of the game.

AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze

courtesy of the Philadelphia Eagles

Just two summers ago, Jordan tried out with
Philadelphia as an undrafted free agent. Despite
posting 299 tackles in his college career and garnering the Atlantic-10 Defensive Player of the
Year award as a senior, teams didn’t bite in the
2007 draft.
Even with a tougher road, Jordan hasn’t been
slowed much at all since wearing purple and
gold. Heading into the Dallas game Jordan has
registered 39 total tackles (31 solo), two knock
downs and two fumble recoveries on the season.
One of the recoveries came on special teams,
where he is second in tackles with 21, and third
in production points with 306 (before playing
Washington).
While he isn’t sure why he wasn’t drafted, he
doesn’t think it had anything to do with playing
at the I-AA level.
“It doesn’t matter where you went,” Jordan
said. “If you look at [Hampton’s Justin] Durant,
he was drafted in the second round; [Richmond’s
Tim] Hightower was drafted in the fifth round.
So it don’t have nothing to do with what school
you came from.”
Jordan hasn’t forgotten where he came from
and still lives in Harrisonburg — where he also
grew up — in the offseason with his girlfriend
Anita and their young daughter, Aaliyah. Anita
is finishing her master’s degree at Eastern Mennonite University.
He keeps in touch with current JMU players
including Scotty McGee, Rockeed McCarter and
Evan McCollough. And his continued solid play
might help get some of these former teammates
and future Dukes a better look from pro scouts.
McGee has great speed as a return man
while McCarter has NFL size as a receiver, but
the thing that might give them the best chance is
having an Akeem Jordan-like attitude.
“Keep it simple” seems to be the Jordan mantra and if he sticks with it there’s no reason he
can’t continue representing JMU at the next level
for many years to come.
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2008 in
Review
By TIM CHAPMAN
The Breeze

2008 was a fairly good year for JMU
sports and their fans of all levels.
The majority of campus probably
took a glimpse at the football and basketball teams throughout the year.
A significant minority probably
attended the home football games as
casual fans. (This group got a big boost
from a deep football playoff run, but
most importantly the Appalachian State
win that sent campus into a field-storming, horn-honking frenzy.)
An even smaller group of JMU
die-hards attended every major athletic
event. (This group refers to itself as
“The Nation.” Another local sportswriter once more accurately coined them
“The Township.” Seriously, the Boston
Red Sox and Dallas Cowboys have a
“Nation.” Somebody please come up
with something
more creative to
put on those purple
shirts.)
But I digress.
Regardless of your
level of “fanhood” there were
some remarkable,
notable and forgettable teams, players,
TIM
games and perforchapman
mances. Here are
a few before a look ahead at what is to
come in 2009.

Remarkable:
Team — Football went 12-2, only

North Carolina-Wilmington visited Devon Moore and the Dukes at the Convocation Center on
Wednesday in CAA play. JMU led 35-23 at half time, while senior forward Juwann James had nine
points and six rebounds to lead the Dukes. For a full story, visit breezejmu.org.

Akeem Jordan had 52 total tackles for the
Eagles in the regular season.
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losing to Division I-A Duke in the
opener and I-AA foe Montana in the
national semifinals. Coach Mickey
Matthews collected numerous national
honors as the Dukes went undefeated
in conference play, winning the Colonial Athletic Association. Three miracle
comebacks including a Hail Mary pass, a
last-second punt return and that erasing
of a 21-point deficit against App State
kept fans enthralled.
Players — Rodney Landers,
Tamera Young, Scotty McGee, Kelsey
Cutchins and Tanique Carter all made
splashes on the national scene. Landers quarterbacked the Dukes with a
bulldozing attitude, setting rushing and
passing records. Landers was so good,
he was even asked to not score on one
goal-line play in order to kill time in the
first round against Villanova.
Young set scoring and rebounding
records for women’s basketball. She was
CAA Player of the Year and then got
drafted eighth overall in the WNBA draft.
She probably should have been higher than
honorable mention in All-America voting.
McGee was the spark plug for the
football team. He jumpstarted them
with a 99-yard kick return in the second
half against App State, he returned a
last-second punt to beat Richmond and
scared every kick and punt unit that
faced him.
See 2008, page 13

Matthews Receives Honors
Football coach
named best in
Championship
Subdivision

photos by ROBERT BOAG/The Breeze

Mickey Matthews became the first to win the Eddie Robinson Award for best coach in the FCS
twice. He led the Dukes to a 12-2 record and a Colonial Athletic Association title in 2008.

By MATTHEW MCGOVERN
The Breeze

JMU coach Mickey Matthews won the
2008 Eddie Robinson Award on Dec. 18 at The
Sports Network’s annual awards banquet, an
honor bestowed on the Football Championship
Subdivision’s top coach.
The presentation was made at the Chattanooga Marriott hotel on the eve of the FCS
championship game between Richmond and

Montana, as Matthews became the first coach
to win the award twice. He also achieved it in
1999, his first season coaching JMU.
While James Madison (12-2) lost to Montana 35-27 on Dec. 12 in the semifinals of the
NCAA playoffs, Matthews led the Dukes to
an undefeated regular season against FCS
teams on their way to the Colonial Athletic
Association championship (JMU went 10-0
against FCS competition prior to the play-

See MATTHEWS, page 12
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WATCH: Devon Moore leads new breed of JMU Men’s basketball players
Watch, from page 11

Devon Moore

Moore’s career at JMU is only 18 games old, but
the future looks very bright for the 6-foot-4 freshman
guard. Moore is one of Matt Brady’s original recruits,
committing to Madison only
after Brady was hired here.
It is a match that has worked
out beautifully for both parties
involved.
The Dwayne Carter Jr.
(aka Lil’ Wayne) look-a-like
(see right) has started each of
JMU’s first 18 games, averaging 10.1 points on 50.0 percent
shooting entering last night.
MOORE
Moore also leads the team in
assists, minutes and minutes per game. In many
ways, he exemplifies the new era of JMU basketball,
talented on each side of the ball with a scrappy, defensive mindset. Moore has also established himself
as one of the Dukes’ best shooters.
As a senior in high school, the Columbus,
Ohio native was ranked as the No. 16 college
prospect in his state by Rivals.com and was also
named to the All-Ohio second team.
During his final two years in high school,
Moore’s teams went 46-2. Though that winning
percentage may be slightly ambitious in Harrisonburg, look for Moore, along with the rest of JMU’s
core of young talent, to lead Madison in the right
direction in 2009 and beyond.

Corky Julien
After one of the most successful individual
seasons in JMU women’s soccer history, Corky
Julien enters 2009 tied for fourth on JMU’s career
goals list (30) and eighth on its career points list
(71). It will be nearly impossible for Julien to
break 1994 graduate Ashley Williamson’s JMU
records of 55 and 128, but she is well within reach
of Therese Wolden’s second place marks. Julien
will need just 10 goals and 31 points to pass the
1998 graduate.
Although Julien will likely not catch Williamson, the Ontario native did break her school
records for goals (16) and points (31) in a season
by a junior in 2008. Look for Julien to build off
a third-team All-American performance in 2008
and continue climbing the ladder in JMU’s record
books. Not bad for a girl who was originally seen
as hockey recruit out of high school, eh?

Dawn Evans
After losing two of the best players in JMU
women’s basketball history in each of the past two
offseasons, Evans has emerged as the third member of Madison’s prolific 21st century Triumvirate.
What sets Evans apart from Meridith Alexis and
Tamera Young, however, is that it has not taken
her until her junior year to prove that she is one
of the best players in school history.
The sophomore’s 24.5 points per game ranked
her first in the country entering last night’s game.
Her counterpart in men’s Division I basketball is

MATTHEWS: Dukes’ coach wins
Second COY award in 10 seasons
Matthews, from page 11

against FCS competition prior to the playoffs, with
its lone regular-season loss coming against Duke).
When Matthews won the Eddie Robinson Award
in 1999, it was largely because he turned around a
program that had gone 3-8 the previous season. In
2008, the team made strides by advancing past the
first round of the NCAA playoffs for the first time
since its 2004 national championship run.
“When you win these awards, you really understand that a lot of people other than [yourself]
are responsible for all this,” Matthews said. “There’s
a lot of people other than myself who are responsi-

ble. The administration’s great, I’ve got great players [and] a great coaching staff.”
Matthews recently completed his 10th season
at JMU after turning down the opportunity to start
a Football Bowl Subdivision (formerly Division
I-A) program at South Alabama last spring. The
interests of his coaching staff weighed heavily on
his mind in that decision, as he wouldn’t have been
able to ensure spots for his JMU assistants at South
Alabama.
And for Matthews, the stability of his coaching
staff has brought an unprecedented level of success
— with respect to the Eddie Robinson Award.

Davidson’s Stephen Curry, still wearing his glass
slipper from last spring.
In 2009, Evans is sure to continue climbing
up Madison’s record books. With more than two
seasons left at JMU, Evans will make a serious run
at Young’s all-time school scoring record before
finishing her tenure in Harrisonburg.

Meghan Bain

Professing that she did not feel 100 percent
until the final games of JMU’s 2008 field hockey
season, Madison’s super-talented upcoming
senior should get a chance to play a complete
season at full health in 2009. Bain will only get
stronger this offseason after being struck by
a car last March as she and the Dukes look to
avenge their early exit from the 2008 NCAA
Championships.

Kelly Turner/ Holly Wall
As JMU volleyball went through a bit of a
rebuilding period in 2008, its standout freshman
tandem provided hope for a bright future. The
duo combined for 335 kills in 207 sets last year.
Wall’s .932 serve percentage was second only
to All-CAA senior setter Lauren Miles for the
team lead, while Turner was fourth on JMU’s kill
list.
With Miles and Michelle Johnson graduating,
look for Turner, Walls and upcoming junior Lindsay Callahan to lead the Dukes to a rebound in
2009 with a full season together under their belts.

courtesy of Cathy Kushner/ Sports Media Relations

Seniors Jenny Clohan and third baseman
Amber Kirk will be the Dukes captains in 2009.

Jenny Clohan/ Meredith Felts
Last year, JMU softball’s one-two punch combined
to go 27-17 with a 1.66 era in 312 innings, leading the
Dukes to a second-place finish in the CAA championships. JMU yet again fell short to 11-time defending
conference champion Hofstra in the title series.
The Pride’s reign atop its conference will span
across three U.S. Presidencies, longer than JMU
softball has existed. But Clohan and Felts look to
finally lead the Dukes past Hofstra in 2009 as they
return all but one of their starters from last season.

Visit www.breezejmu.org for a
recap of tonight’s men’s basketball game
against UNC- Wilmington as the Dukes looked to
win their fourth straight conference match

January Specials
10 Tanning Sessions $5
(1 pkg. limit)
***New Tanning Bed Bulbs***
432-5544
2040 Deyerle Ave.
Harrisonburg VA 22801
Across from Gold’s Gym

THE OTHER FIRST 100 DAYS

.03&64&%#00,4
Than the Library of Congress

8*/5&3$-&"3"/$&
25% (or more) off select apparel
While supplies last

Are you on THE list?
Register your textbooks
for 5% more at buyback.
www.efollett.com/VIP

712JBTS09

Brazillian Wax
Manicure & Pedicure
Combo
Pedicure
1 hr. Swedish Massage

$52 & up
$35
$20
$50

Must present coupon
Specials good thru 1/31
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2008: Three JMU teams were CAA champs last year
2008, from page 11

Players (cont.) — Kelsey Cutchins led the
nation with a 0.72 goals against average and .824
save percentage in 2008. Her 0.72 GAA mark
eclipsed the JMU single-season record, while
her save percentage was the third-best mark in
school history.
Cutchins was one of three Dukes named
to the All-America team, but the only one to
garner first-team honors.
In her first season at JMU, Tanique Carter
wasted no time rewriting the school’s track and
field record books.
As a junior last spring, Carter set school
records in the 100m (11.72) and 200m (23.87).
The Radford-transfer was also a crucial member of the school-record 400m (46.13) and
800m (1:38.92) relay teams.
Game — The App State game has been
mentioned already, but down 21 at the half only
to win 35-32 in front of a record crowd is great
stuff. More than 17,000 witnessed the game that
could start the only rivalry that would make
I-AA football nationally relevant.
Performance — In the clinching game of

the Colonial Athletic Association baseball conference championship, junior Kurt Houck came up
big when it mattered most. Houck threw a four-hit
complete game, leading JMU to a 6-1 victory over
Towson and its first ever CAA championship.
The big, 6-foot-6 righty struck out six
Tigers on the day, walked just two batters and
surrendered one unearned run.

Notable:
Teams — Baseball, field hockey, women’s

basketball, and women’s soccer all advanced to
post season play with the first two winning the
CAA tournament. Women’s soccer made the
deepest run advancing to the Sweet 16 before
losing to Portland. Women’s basketball won
two games in the NIT, with Tamera Young and
then-freshman Dawn Evans scoring a schoolrecord 38 points in consecutive games.
Player — Meghan Bain headlines an
extensive list of impact players. The junior
field hockey star returned from brain surgery
after being hit by a car last March. While she
couldn’t quite get to her All-CAA form, she
helped her cousins (the Walls triplets) lead the
Dukes to a second straight conference title.

Done
reading The
Breeze?
Don’t throw
it away...
Recycle It!
At any of
JMU’s many
recycling
bins around
campus.

HOUSE AD
6X5

Game — Although football’s dominating
56-0 win over Hofstra sounds remarkable, it just
didn’t have the drama of the closer games. The
score was the largest margin of victory against a
conference opponent in JMU history.
Performances — When Superman Rodney Landers got injured against Montana in the
first half, sophomore Drew Dudzik stepped in
and delivered an inspiring performance, despite
the 35-27 loss. Dudzik’s gutsy, John Elway-like
dive at the goal-line flipped him onto a centerfold in Sports Illustrated.
Forgettable:
Teams — Men’s basketball was, well, JMU

men’s basketball. The 07-08 team got off to a
hot start but ended with an eighth straight losing campaign and another first-round exit in
the conference tournament. With a new coach
and a few confident freshmen, things could be
changing, as December looked bright.

Players — I can’t think of any player that
would be forgettable, so I’ll go with an unforgettable player and stick with men’s basketball.
Graduate Gabriel Chami was a fan favorite as

a 6-foot-11 Argentinean giant who did it the
right way. Although he didn’t dominate on the
court, he always played tough as his minutes
deteriorated throughout his career. He also
excelled in the classroom, and was the team’s
representative to the student-athlete advisory
council.
Game — Men’s basketball takes this one
too. After a strong start, the Dukes managed to
attract a near sell-out at the Convo in January
of 2008 in a game against George Mason. The
Dukes struggled to find and contain Mason’s
Dre Smith, who set an NCAA record for the
most 3-point attempts without a miss. He went
10-for-10 in the Patriots’ 95-76 win.
Performances — Rodney Landers’ last
game wearing No. 7 for the Dukes. Despite taking a pounding all season, an ankle injury was
too much to overcome and JMU fell without it’s
most valuable offensive player of all time. But
he likely provided enough positive memories to
overshadow his last loss.

Read the Jan. 20 issue for a look at what JMU
sports could accomplish in 2009.
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GET YOUR

FREE SAMPLE OF

LIFTOFF!!
A NEW KIND OF ENERGY DRINK
*
*
*
*

0 Sugars, 0 Calories, 1 Carb
Enhances focus & concentration
Nutritious energy drink with vitamins
Convenient & portable for on-the-go

Go to: www.active4life.greatenergytoday.com
or call 540-689-0057
ask for Sandy

Herbalife Independent Distributor

Pheasant Run Townhomes still has room for you!

We have several roommate situations and a few empty townhomes that
are waiting for you and your group of four for the 2009-2010 school year.

Why Pheasant Run?
All leases are individual
Front door parking (three visitors lots)
On the bus route
No one is above you or below you
4 BR/2.5 BTH
Full size washer and dryer
ALL major appliances are included
Decks or patios opening to common areas
Less than a mile from campus
YOU PICK YOUR ROOMMATES!

Leases run from August 15, 2009-August 7, 2010.
Fully furnished- $360, unfurnished- $340.
Pheasant Run also has two short-term leases available
NOW-May or stay through August 7, 2009! Call the office for
details 540-801-0660 or stop by our on-site model located
at 321 Pheasant Run Circle (across from the bus stop).

For more information visit our website at www.pheasantrun.net.

CLASSIFIEDS
www.breezejmu.org

How to Place an Ad

Visit: www.thebreeze.org/classifieds
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Payment Options:
Major Credit Cards: MasterCard,
Visa, Discover, American Express
Cash
Check

5 Easy Steps!
Step 1: Select Log In from the menu.
Step 2: Register as a new user.
Step 3: Once Logged in, select

Thursday, January 15, 2009

Step 4: Fill in the online form.
Step 5: Select “Click Here to Submit
Your Ad” for payment and review

Deadlines:
Monday Issue: Friday 12PM
Thursday Issue: Tuesday 5PM

“Place New Ad” from menu.

Online: All classified ads are also placed on The Breeze website at no additional cost.

GOOD LUCK THIS SEMESTER!
Have a great semester JMU!
Love,
The Breeze
OLD TOWN HARRISONBURG; 4BR
townhouses; walk to JMU; washer/
dryer; yearly lease June 1, 09-May 31,
10. 271-1952.

5 BEDROOM, 3 BATHROOM
HOUSE with basement. Available June
1. Rent to group of 4 or 5. 828-0464
3 BEDROOM HOUSE - 1173 Harrison
St. $335/person. Available Aug. 2009.
540-478-5980

THREE OR FOUR BEDROOM
HOUSE for rent. Close to both main
campus and Memorial Hall. Washer/
dryer included. Groups only. June
to June Lease. $325/ person for four
persons. (540) 433-0380.
LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE
with deck and large yard for rent. Close
to Memorial Hall. Two full baths.
Washer/dryer included. Groups only.
June to June lease. $325/person. 540433-0380
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 BATHS, W/ D,
garbage disposal, dishwasher, available
8/1/09, walking distance, $1170. (540)828-0464

4 BEDROOM, W/ D, available 6/09,
$1400, (540)-828-0464
10 BEDROOM, 2 KITCHEN, 3 baths,
large rooms, utilities included, available
6/09. (540)-828-0464

BEAT THE RENTAL RUSH 3 BR
TOWNHOUSE, KIESTER SCHOOL
AREA, AUGUST 2009, PHONE,
CABLE, AND INTERNET HOOKUPS
IN EACH ROOM, $315/PERSON
EMAIL OR CALL FOR MORE
DETAILS,
davethomas1strealty@
yahoo.com (423) 231-2160

ROOMMATE NEEDED North38 Apts.
$505 Aug09 - Aug10 All fees Paid ALL
Utilities Included (804) 247-0668

AUGUST ’09, 4-Houses on Fairview,
(off Main & Port Rd). appliances, 2-3
people. Apt. 73 E. Market (2) Rent
varies. (540) 246-3147

CLASSIFIEDS WORK! Advertise with
The Breeze!
breezejmu.org
the_breeze@jmu.edu
(540) 568-6127

JOIN OUR TEAM! The Breeze is
missing a few members of our team.
We are looking for friendly, energetic,
outgoing individuals to join our staff.
We are hiring section editors, online
staff, advertising execs, and advertising
designers. Find more information and
apply online at joblink.jmu.edu

5 BEDROOM, 3 BATHS, walking
distance, furnished, $1750, 7/ and 8/09.
(540)-828-0464

5
BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE,
University Court. Available August
2009. $325/person. 540-478-5980

5 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE - Mt.
View Drive; Internet; close to campus;
$275/ month; 1 year lease (8/09-8/10);
midalton@cox.net; (703) 450-5008

MOVING SALE - LARGE WOOD
GRAIN Ofﬁce Ctr. with swivel chair.
Two 2 drawer ﬁles and drawer w/ chair
$199. Black Pub Table w/2 Chairs $148.
Apartment Couch, turns into Double
Bed, $49. Table/2 Chairs $29. 2 Large
rugs, 1 oriental, reds, 1 blue. Photos
available upon request. (540)421-7325

CHILDCARE WANTED: Dependable,
creative college students to provide
Winter/Spring child care for area
families. Full or part time. Non-smoking
a must. E-mail asaunder@rhcc.com at
ChildCare Connection, or call 540-4334531.

APARTMENT FOR RENT SHARE
HOUSE Students 2 Bedroom in house
on Eastover Drive. Private entrance.
TV, net, parking. Utilities included.
$750 month or will rent rooms. Pets
considered. 540-383-4147
TOWNHOMES FOR RENT Pheasant
Run Townhomes has a few 4 bedroom
homes for rent 2009/2010 school year.
$360 furnished and $340 unfurnished.
Short term leases starting now until May
or August 7 in units with roommate
situations. (540) 801-0660

SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED: Make
$5 - $25 per survey. Do it in your spare
time. www. GetPaidToThink.com

NO LIMIT HAIR DESIGN 433-6400
Experienced full service hair salon for
men and women. Call for an appt.

Questions? Call 568-6127
NAGS HEAD 4-Month Student
Summer
Rentals,
May-Aug,
seabreezerealty.com, (252) 255-6328

WE NEED LEADERS! The Breeze is
losing some members of our family.
We are looking for friendly, energetic,
outgoing individuals to join our staff.
We are in need of an Advertising
Manager, Assistant Ad Manager, Editorin-Chief, and Managing Editor. Find
more information and apply online at
joblink.jmu.edu

ZION GLOBAL TRAVEL Book spring
break, Cruises, vacation package, ﬂights
tickets for good price all over the world.
www. Zionglobaltravel.com
call US and canada 1-800-780-5733
Europe
00-800-11-20-11-40
use
discount code: 226832

SPRING BREAK COSTA RICAN
STYLE Let CR Paradise plan a trip of
a life time for all your needs. We offer
vacation packages in all areas of Costa
Rica along with all your adventure
tours set up for you. All you need to do
is contact us to let us know what you
want to experience while on your trip
& leave the rest to us.. We are locally
owned in Tamarindo Costa Rica.
Owner’s originally from Virginia. US
& Canada Calls (714)625-8506

Welcome Back
The Breeze

GRAPHIC DESIGNER FamilyTalk
Magazine. Prefer experience with PDF
workﬂow. Talent for illustration a plus.
Flexible schedule. Approx 40 hours per
month with potential for more. Great
opportunity for portfolio building. (540)
746-0386
HELP WANTED Need babysitter week
of Feb 23rd at Massanutten, 3 kids,
please email ladypikles@yahoo.com if
interested, Bonnie
!BARTENDING! $250/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. (800)965-6520 XT212
BARTENDING
CLASSES
jiggersbartendingschool.com summer
job placement, payment plans (540)
560-7971

The Breeze

is Hiring!

Interested in advertising
and design?
The Breeze
is looking
for
students
who can
manage,
sell, or
design
ads.
Apply
to be a
part of
The
Breeze!

POSITIONS
OPEN:

Ad Manager
Asst. Ad Manager
Ad Executives
Ad Designers

Apply Online
Today!
joblink.jmu.edu
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